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Abstract
In this paper, a multi-objective production model is developed 
for a manufacturing firm of supply chain under production 
centers’ uncertainty and demand uncertainty by using fuzzy 
goal programming approaches such as fuzzy goal programming 
approach and additive fuzzy goal programming approach. The 
demand at end customers is assumed as a random variable and 
distribution is continuous normal distribution. Due to surge 
effect the demand through supply chain is varied, which is 
calculated for a particular inventory policy for reserve stock and 
sudden rise and fall of the demand to the different Std limits of 
normal distribution. The maximum value and minimum value 
of demand at the manufacturers stage is considered as demand 
variation for various Std limits. Linear member ship function 
is considered to develop the fuzzy goal programming approach 
and additive fuzzy goal programming approach. Then these two 
are solved by using computer program which is developed in 
C- Programming Language. From the results it is found that 
minimized production cost, minimized defective items produced 
and minimized late productions are more at minimum fluctuation 
of the demand than the maximum fluctuation of the demand. But 
the overall utilization factor of the entire manufacturing is more 
at the minimum fluctuation of the demand than the maximum 
fluctuation of the demand and so the manufacturing firm is better 
utilized to produce the products at the minimum fluctuation of 
the demand. Moreover due to given priorities to the important 
goals in case of additive fuzzy goal programming, the production 
cost has been got by it is lesser than the production cost has been 
got by the fuzzy goal programming. The formulated Fuzzy Goal 
Programming approaches can effectively be used to solve the 
real life problems.

Key words
Continuous normal distribution, linear membership function, 
Fuzzy goal programming, Additive Fuzzy goal programming, 
Decision-making. 

I. Introduction
A supply chain is a set of facilities, supplies, customers, products 
and methods of controlling inventory, purchasing, and distribution. 
The chain links suppliers and customers, beginning with the 
production of raw material by a supplier, and ending with the 
consumption of a product by the customer. In a supply chain, the 
flow of goods between a supplier and a customer passes through 
several echelons, and each echelon may consist of many facilities. 
The objective of present paper is evaluation of the performance 
of manufacturing firm using supply chain for different types of 
production centers. The selection of production centers problem 
deals with issues related to the selection of right production center. 
The choice of the right production center to a manufacturing firm is 
a crucial decision with wide ranging implications in a supply chain. 

The production center is a complex problem due to several reasons. 
By nature, the production center selection to a manufacturing firm 
in supply chain is a multi-criterion decision making problem. 
Individual production center may perform differently on different 
criteria. A supply chain decision faces many constraints, some 
of these are related to production centers’ internal policy and 
externally imposed system requirements. In such decision making 
situations, high degree of fuzziness and uncertainties are involved 
in the data set. The implementation of Fuzzy set theory provides 
a framework for handling the uncertainties for such problems 
as cited by Manoj Kumar et al [5]. In present paper fuzzy goal 
programming approaches are used to solve the multi-objective-
optimization problems for selection of production centers. The 
crisp set has to be assigned a value either 1 or 0, but in fuzzy set 
the value of any set lies in between 1 and 0. For this a function can 
be generalized such that the value assigned to the element of the 
universe set falls within specified range and indicated membership 
grade of this element in the set. Such a function is called a fuzzy 
membership function and set defined by it as fuzzy set, George 
et al [2]. The membership functions which can be used in fuzzy  
goal programming problem are  linear membership functions 
or nonlinear membership functions. The fuzzy mathematical 
programming defined with a non-linear membership function 
results in a non-linear programming. Usually a linear membership 
function is employed for linear programming in order to eliminate 
non-linearity, Pandian Vasant [4]. Therefore, in this paper a 
linear membership function is employed for both objectives and 
constraints having fuzziness. The three fuzzy goals of the selection 
of production centers for manufacturing firm in supply chain are 
minimization of the production cost, defective items produced 
and late productions with subjected constrain such as minimum 
and maximum capacity of the production centers, maximum 
budget allocated to the production centers, maximum flexibility 
of the  production centers and maximum productivity value  of 
the production centers. First the problem is formulated as multi-
objective linear programming and then it is reformulated as fuzzy 
goal programming and additive fuzzy goal programming by using 
variable λ. Then these two are solved by using computer program 
which is developed in C- Programming Language.

II. A Mathematical Model To Calculate Output Required 
At Each Stage In The Supply Chain For Uncertainty  
Demand

Fig. 1: Supply chain
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A mathematical model is shown below, which is used to calculate 
output required and safety stock required at each stage of the 
supply chain. For this a typical five stages simple supply chain 
is shown in fig. 1. The five stages are suppliers, manufacturers, 
distributors, wholesalers and retailers. If the mean demand at 
the end customers is D and the policy for reserve stock specifies 
that a portion r should be held, then rD is the safety stock for 
finished products at the retailer’s stores. If there is -a sudden rise 
or a sudden fall of the demand at end customers, then D (1+x) 
quantities of products are needed at the retailers and also the safety 
stock required now should be rD(1+x). Here x is in terms of % of 
sudden rise or sudden fall of the demand, Samuel et al [6]. 
The x in terms of % for 3 standard deviation (Std)  limit of normal 
distribution is shown below For sudden rise of the demand 

100)3( X
D

DStdDx −+
=   

For a sudden fall of the demand

100)3( X
D

DStdDx −−
=   

Similarly x in terms of % can be shown for all other Std limits 
of normal distribution. Then the output required and safety stock 
required at each stage will be calculated by using the following 
equations.

A. Stage 1 Retailer
Output required = D(1+x)
Safety stock required = rD(1+x)

B. Stage 2 Wholesalers
Output required = D (1+x) for the final stage +  (rD(1+x) – rD) 
for the Safety stock at the final stage
     = D (1+x(1+r)) 
Safety stock required = rD(1+x(1+r))

C. Stage 3 Distributors
Output required = D(1+x(1+r))for the 2 stage +  (rD(1+x(1+r))– 
rD) for  the   safety stock at the 2 stage
      = D(1+x(1+r)2)
Safety stock required = rD(1+x(1+r)2)

D. Stage 4 Factories
Output required = D(1+x(1+r)2)for the 3 stage +  (rD(1+x(1+r)2)– 
rD) for  the safety stock at the 3 stage
      = D(1+x(1+r)3) 
Safety stock required = rD(1+x(1+r)3)

E. Stage 5 Suppliers
Output required = D(1+x(1+r)3)for the 4 stage +  (rD(1+x(1+r)3)– 
rD) for  the safety stock at the 4 stage
                 = D(1+x(1+r)4) 
Safety stock required = rD(1+x(1+r)4)
And so on. It can be shown in generally that the output required 
at the nth stage is Dn then3 
   Dn/D = 1+x(1+r)n-1

III. Multi-Objective Production Model Under Production 
Centers’ Uncertainty And Demand Uncertainty
In case of production model four production centers and three 
main objectives are considered such as minimizing the total 
production cost (Z1), minimizing the defective items produced (Z2) 

and minimizing the late productions (Z3). Besides the constraints 
considered for formulation of the problem are minimum and 
maximum production capacity of the production centers, 
maximum budget allocation to production centers and flexibility 
of the production centers, Mohanthy et al [1]. By considering 
above information the problem is formulate as multi objective 
linear program as shown below.

A. Decision variable
xi Production quantity from the production center i, where i=1,2…
..m

B. Parameters
D Max. =Upper bound of Aggregate demand of the item over a 
fixed planning period
D Min. =Lower bound of Aggregate demand of the item over a 
fixed planning period
m=Number of production centers competing for selection 
pci=Production cost per  unit item at the production centers i
dpi=Percentage of the defective units produced  by the production 
centers i
lpi= Percentage of the late production units by the production 
centers i
Ci Max.=Upper bound of the quantity can produce with production 
centers i
Ci Min.=Lower bound of the quantity can produce with production 
centers i
Bi=Budget allocated to each production centers i
Fi =Production flexibility for production centers i
Ri=Productivity rating for production center i
F Max=Upper bound of total flexibility in production centers 
quota that a production centers should have
F Min=Lower bound of total flexibility in production centers 
quota that a production centers s should have
PV max.=Upper bound to total productivity  value that a production 
centers  should have
PV min.=Lower bound to total productivity value that a production 
centers should have
Min. Z=(Z1, Z2, Z3)
Subjected to
∑xi  ≤  D, D is varying form D min. to D max.  
xi  ≤ Ci, Ci is varying form Ci min. to Ci max 
xi  ≤ Bi       
∑Fixi ≥ F, F is varying form F min. to F max  
∑Rixi ≥ P, PV is varying form PV min. to PV max  
xi  ≥0 and
Z1 =∑ pci xi
Z2 ∑ dpi xi 
Z3=∑ lpi xi

IV. Fuzzy Multi-Objective Model
Consider the fowling linear multi-objective model,
Opt Z = CX
s.t. AX ≤ b
Where, Z=(z1,z2,……….zk) is the vector of objectives, C is a K*N 
of constants, X is a an N*1 vector of the decision variables, A is an 
M*N matrix of constants and b is an M*1 vector of constants. This 
model can be applied to solve many real world problems. Fuzzy 
set theory can be useful in order to increase the model realism, 
Hasan Selim et al [3] .To solve above problem a linear membership 
function can be used for each goal µ1k(CkX), Where,
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And another linear membership function µ2i(aiX), for the ith 
constraint in the system constraints AX ≤ b, where,

Fig. 2: Membership function for maximization of fuzzy goal

Fig. 3: Membership function for minimization of fuzzy goal

Fig. 4: Membership function of fuzzy constraints

These membership functions are illustrated in fig. 2, fig. 3, and 
fig. 4, respectively. Where, d1k  ( k=1,2,….K) and d2i ( i=1,2,….M) 
are chosen constants of admissible violations, and ai is the ith row 
of matrix A. Thus to build a fuzzy multi-objective programming 
model, the decision maker may establish aspiration levels for 
values of the objective function to be minimized and maximized 
respectively, as well as each of the constraint may be modeled 
as fuzzy set by specific member ship functions. µ1k(CkX) and 
µ2i(aiX) denote the degree of the membership of goals and 
constraints respectively. The degree of the membership of goals 
and constraints express the satisfaction of the decision maker 
with the solution. So, values of the membership functions must 
be maximized, Hasan Selim et al [3].
In one of the fuzzy set theorems, the membership function of the 
intersection of any two (or more) sets is the minimum membership 
function of these sets. After eliciting the linear membership 

functions and by applying this theorem, objective function of 
the multi-objective linear programming model incorporating the 
fuzzy goals and fuzzy constraints can be formulated as follows, 
Hasan Selim et al [3]. 
maxx min(µ11(C1X),……., µ1k(CkX), µ21(a1X),…….., µ2i(aiX))
By introducing the auxiliary variable λ, this problem can be 
equivalently transformed as.
max λ
µ1k(CkX) ≥ λ   k=1,2,….K 
µ2i(aiX) ≥ λ   i=1,2,….M
According to above descriptions fuzzy linear program can be 
rewritten as following
Max λ

λ ≤ 
k

kk

d
XCZ

1

)(1 −−       k=1,2,….K 

λ ≤ 
k

ii

d
bXa

2

)(1 −−
  i=1,2,….M

0≤ λ ≤ 1 and X  ≥ 0

V. Fuzzy Goal Programming
Fuzzy goal programming is one of the most powerful multi-
objective decision making approach. The formulation of fuzzy goal 
programming model with no priorities and no relative importance 
is similar to general fuzzy linear programming model. The main 
difference between Fuzzy goal programming and fuzzy linear 
programming is that fuzzy linear programming uses the definite 
intervals determined from solution of the linear programming 
models and so the solution does not change from decision maker 
to decision maker, whereas in fuzzy goal programming, aspiration 
levels are specified by decision maker and reflects the relative 
flexibility, Hasan Selim et al [3].

VI. Additive Fuzzy Goal Programming
Since some goals may be more important than others, so different 
priority levels are used in Additive fuzzy goal programming 
formulations frequently. In order to reflect the relative importance 
of the goal, the weighted average of membership function values 
can be used. Weights in the weighted fuzzy additive model reveal 
the relative importance of the fuzzy goals. Using additive fuzzy 
goal programming approach, weighted sum of the achievement 
level are maximized instead of individual achievement levels of 
subjected constraint goals. However in fuzzy goal programming 
there is assumed no priorities and also no relative importance 
assigned to the objectives. Therefore all weights are considered 
equal to one. Additive fuzzy goal programming maximizes the sum 
of the achievement level of the goals, Hasan Selim et al [3].

VII. Methodology 
The following methodology is followed in three steps for 
production centers selection problem for a manufacturing firm 
of supply chain under production centers’ uncertainty and demand 
uncertainty by using fuzzy goal programming approaches. In the 
first step, the demand at the end customer is assumed as random 
variable and distributed as continuous normal distributed pattern. 
The Monte Carlo simulation method and Excel are used to simulate 
the demand for various random numbers. The 20 random numbers 
are generated by using Excel with command Rand ().The mean 
demand and standard deviation are calculated for demands of 20 
random numbers. In the second step, output required or demand 
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for five stages of simple supply chain is simulated for various 
Std limits of the normal distribution. Output required from down 
stream to up stream (stage-1 to stage-5) is increased for sudden 
increase in the demand and decreased for sudden fall of the demand 
at particular inventory policy for reserve stock r.  Therefore, this 
variability of the demand from stage -1 to stage-5 is called as surge 
effect. So that the surge effect is simulated here for five stages 
supply chain. In the third step, an illustration for selection of 
production centers for a manufacturing firm is taken and maximum 
and minimum outputs required for all Std limits at the stage of 
manufacturers are taken for demand uncertainty for the production 
centers. For this, first multi objective linear programming problem 
is formulated and which is solved for individual objectives. With 
these results of individual objectives, fuzzy aspiration levels are 
fixed and finally fuzzy goal programming problem and additive 
fuzzy goal programming problem are formulated and solved by 
using computer program which is developed in C- Programming 
Language.

VIII. Simulation Of Demand Uncertainty At End 
Customer
The simulation is defined as the process of creating representative 
model (usually by using computers) of an existing system or 
proposed system ( in this case, surge effect in  supply chain)) in 
order to identify and understand the factors that control the system. 
Any system that quantitatively described using equations and rules 
can be simulated. The demand at the end customer is assumed as 
random variable and distributed as continuous normal distributed 
pattern. In simulation process mean of demand is assumed as 
500 units and standard deviation Std is assumed as 25 units. The 
demand is calculated for the normal distribution limits  such as  
±3Std,  ±2Std,    ± 1Std and ±0.67Std and cumulative probabilities 
are taken from normal distribution tables to the Z values such 
as –3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2 and 3 3. All these values are tabulated in 
the Table 1. A graph has been plotted for calculated values of 
demand and cumulative values of probability distribution values 
as shown in fig. 5.
Table 1:
Mean (D) =500
Standard deviation (Std)=25
Z Demand Cumulative probability

0 0
-3 425 0.0013
-2 450 0.0228
-1 475 0.1587
0 500 0.5
1 525 0.8413
2 550 0.9772
3 575 0.9987
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Fig. 5:

The Monte Carlo simulation method is used to simulate the 
demand for various random numbers. By using command Rand 
() in MS-Excel, 20 random numbers gets generated. These 20 
random numbers are considered as the probability of occurrence 
of the demand for 20 months. The value of demands for 20 months 
are taken from graph (From fig. 5) for corresponding random 
numbers and tabulated in Table 2. The mean and standard deviation 
are calculated for demands of 20 numbers.

IX. Simulation Of Surge Effect In Supply Chain
Surge effect in five stages supply chain is simulated for minimum 
and maximum fluctuation of the demand at end costumer. Five 
stages supply chain is shown in fig.1, which consists of   suppliers, 
manufacturers, distributors, wholesalers and retailers. 
Here, the demand is considered as two different cases for the limits 
of 0.67Std, 1Std, 2Std, 3Std of the normal distribution curve. 
In the first case sudden raise of the demand is considered from 
mean to upper limit of the demand and in the second case sudden 
fall of the demand is considered from mean to lower limit of the 
demand. The x in terms of % for both the cases is calculated using 
the formulas, which are shown in the section V. By using this x in 
terms of % and inventory policy for reserve stock r in terms of %, 
the quantity required at various stages through supply chain from 
downstream to upstream is calculated by using equation presented 
in the section V. The results are tabulated in Table 3 and a graph 
is drawn and  shown in fig. 6 for the policy decision r=20% and 
x for sudden rise and for sudden fall of demand.

Table 2:

Months Random numbers
Simulated 
demand 
(X)

D - X (D- X) 2 

1 0.30236 485 16.2 262.44
2 0.99278 572 -70.8 5012.64
3 0.047325 455 46.2 2134.44
4 0.662034 510 -8.8 77.44
5 0.293601 480 21.2 449.44
6 0.901139 530 -28.8 829.44
7 0.125719 468 33.2 1102.24
8 0.749202 515 -13.8 190.44
9 0.694485 510 -8.8 77.44
10 0.184959 472 29.2 852.64
11 0.901331 530 -28.8 829.44
12 0.367548 490 11.2 125.44
13 0.459338 492 9.2 84.64
14 0.696288 512 -10.8 116.64
15 0.406118 490 11.2 125.44
16 0.619101 508 -6.8 46.24
17 0.566073 504 -2.8 7.84
18 0.188001 477 24.2 585.64
19 0.323692 490 11.2 125.44
20 0.263223 482 19.2 368.64

9972 52 13404

Mean (D)=498.6 Mean (D)  =  =498.6

Standard deviation (Std) = n
XD 2)( −∑   = 25.88822
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Table 3: Quantity Required at various stages in supply chain for 
sudden rise and Sudden fall of demand and Inventory policy for 
reserve stock r=20%

Upper standard limits Lower standard limits

0.67std 1std 2std 3std .0.67std 1std 2std 3std

X% of sudden rising X% of sudden falling

0.034788 0.051922 0.103844 0.155765 0.034788 0.051922 0.103844 0.155765

Retailers 515.9453 524.4883 550.3766 576.2644 481.2547 472.7117 446.8234 420.9356

Wholesalers 519.4144 529.666 560.7319 591.7973 477.7856 467.534 436.4681 405.4027

Distributors 523.5772 535.8792 573.1583 610.4368 473.6228 461.3208 424.0417 386.7632

Factories 528.5727 543.335 588.07 632.8041 468.6273 453.865 409.13 364.3959

Suppliers 534.5672 552.282 605.964 659.645 462.6328 444.918 391.236 337.555
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X. Production Centers Selection Problem For A 
Manufacturing Firm Of Supply Chain Under Production 
Centers’ Uncertainty And Demand Uncertainty By Using 
Fuzzy Goal Programming Approaches

A. Production centers’ Uncertainty
The production centers’ uncertainty is such that they cannot produce 
constant number of quantity of products at each time, but they are 
produced varying quantity of products from time to time. Such type 
of uncertain production centers produces the quantity of products 
in a certain range from minimum to maximum limit of quantity of 
products. If the production centers can produce below minimum 
quantity that production centers cannot give good performance due 
to loss of their production and other over head charges. Besides 
the production centers cannot produce beyond maximum quantity 
due to their maximum constraint.  The demand for any item at 
end customers is dynamic and varies from time to time. For this, 
demand is assumed as continuous random variable and distribution 
as continuous normal distribution at end customers. 
The three objectives to select production centers are minimization 
of the production cost, net defective items produced and net late 
productions, that has been considered subject to few practical 
constraints regarding variable demand of the items at manufacturing 
stage, minimum production capacity of production centers, 
maximum production capacity of production centers, budget 
allocations to each production center, minimum and maximum 
overall flexibility, minimum and maximum overall productivity 
rating .  

B. Variability of the demand
The variability of the demands (i.e. Dmin. and Dmax. ) at stage 
of manufacturer stage in supply chain for all Std limits are taken 
form Table 3, and tabulate separately in the following Table 4.

Table 4: Variability of Demand for r=20%and Various Std Limits 
at the Stage of Manufacturers 

Std limits of 
Normal distribution

Variability of demand at the stage 
of Production centers (Dmin. - Dmax)

0.67 Std 469-529
1 Std 454-543
2 Std 409-588
3 Std 364-633

C. An Illustration for Selection of Production centers for 
Manufacturing Firm
Table 5: Production Centers Source Data of the Illustrative 
Example

Production 
centers    
No.

pci
Rs.

dpi 
(%)

lpi
(%)

Ci 
Min. 
Units

Ci 
Max. 
Units

Bi
Rs Fi (%) Ri 

(%)

1 50 3 2 50 200 20000 99.6 86
2 150 4 3 15 235 70500 99.9 92
3 125 2 9 25 225 56250 99.8 98

4 175 7 5 30 220 77000 99.7 88

Production centers’ source data of the illustrative example shown 
in Table 5 is prepared based on supplier source data given by 
Manoj Kumar et al [5]. Table 5, represent the data source for the 
production cost  (pci in rupees per unit); the percentage defective 
items produce dpi; the percentage of late productions lpi; minimum 
production centers’ capacity limitations Ci; min. units, maximum 
production centers’ capacity limitations Ci; max. units; the budget 
allocations for the production centers Bi; production centers’ quota 
flexibility Fi and  production centers’ productivity value rating Ri on 
a scale of 0–1.  The least value of flexibility in production centers’ 
quota and least total productivity value of produced items are 
policy decisions and depend on the demand. The least maximum 
value of flexibility in production centers’ quota is given as F = 
FoD and the least maximum total productivity value of produced 
items is given as PV =RD: If overall least flexibility (Fo) is 0.05 
and maximum flexibility (Fo) is 0.95 on the scale of 0–1, the 
overall least production centers’ rating (R) is 0.10 and maximum 
production centers’ rating(R) is 0.90 on the scale of 0–1 and the 
mean demand (D) of normal distribution is 500, then the least and 
maximum value of flexibility in production centers’ quota (F) and 
the least and maximum  total productivity value of  production 
centers’ items (PV) are 25, 475, 50 and 450, respectively. Then 
the formulated multi-objective linear programming problem 
for selection of production centers for manufacturing firm of a 
supply chain under production centers’ uncertainty and uncertainty 
demand can be written as from Table 4, and Table 5.
Minimize Z1 =50x1+150x2+125x3+175x4
Minimize Z2 =0.03x1 +0.04 x2 + 0.02 x3 + 0.07 x4
Minimize Z3 =0.02x1+0.03x2+0.09x3+0.05x4
Subjected to
469 ≥ x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 ≤  529  (0.67 std)
50 ≥ x1 ≤  200
15 ≥ x2 ≤  235
25 ≥x3 ≤ = 225
 30 ≥x4 ≤  220
50x1 ≤  10000
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150x2 ≤ 35250
125x3 ≤  28125
175x4 ≤  38500
25 ≤  0.996x1 + 0.999 x2 + 0.998 x3 + 0.997 x4 ≥475 
50≤ 0.86x1 +0.92 x2 + 0.98 x3 + 0.88 x4 ≥450
x1, x2 ,x3,x4≥0 

D. Aspiration levels or fuzzy range
Table 6: LPP Results of the Individual Objectives for Minimum 
and Maximum Bound of Constraints at 0.67 Std Limit

LPP results of the individual objectives for minimum and 
maximum bound of constraints are shown Table 6. In case of 
fuzzy goal programming approaches  selection of fuzzy range is 
most important. The range between calculated values of maximum 
bound and minimum bound is not sufficient to give optimum results, 
so that maximum bound is moved to a value i.e. maximum bound 
plus difference of value of maximum bound and value of minimum 
bound. For example from the Table10 .22, for minimization of 
production cost, the difference between 3392.857and 47500.00 
is 44108, then the maximum bound is moved to the 47500.00 + 
44108 = 91608. Therefore now the fuzzy range is 2 X 44108 = 
88216 to minimize the production cost.

E. Linear Membership Functions

Fig. 7: Linear Membership Function for Production Cost of the 
Items at 0.67 Std

Fig. 8: Linear Membership Function for Demand Variation at 
0.67 Std)

The Linear membership functions for other objectives like, 
minimization of defective items produced and minimization of late 
productions are same as fig. 7. Similarly the Linear membership 
functions for other constraints like capacity limitation of production 

centers, flexibility of production centers and productivity rating 
value of production centers is same as fig. 8.

F. Fuzzy Goal Programming
By using data from Table 6 and linear membership functions and 
introducing the auxiliary variable λ , the fuzzy goal programming 
problem can be written as follows for 0.67 Std limit.
Max λ 
Subjected to 
λ  ≤ 

88216
91608 1Z−

λ   ≤ 

λ   ≤ 

λ   ≤ 

λ   ≤  

λ   ≤ 

λ  ≤  

λ  ≤  

50x1 <= 10000
150x2 <= 35250
125x3 <= 28125
 175x4 <= 38500

λ  ≤ 450
25)  -   x0.997   x0.998   x0.999  (0.996x 4321 +++

 

λ  ≤ 400
50) -   x0.88   x0.98   x0.92 (0.86x 4321 +++

 
x1, x2, x3 , x4 ≥0
0 ≤ λ ≤1

G. Additive Fuzzy goal programming
The Additive fuzzy goal-programming problem is used where the 
priorities are required for the objectives. In this problem the first 
cost objective is considered as most important goal and other two 
objectives and constrains are considered as least important goals. 
So that first priority is given to the minimizing production cost and 
last priority is given to remaining objectives and constraints. Here 
only two priorities are taken to avoid the complexity in the problem. 
According to requirements any number of priorities can be taken 
to the problem or can be given priorities to all the objectives in 
accordance to their importance.  Similarly by using data from Table 
6, and linear membership functions and introducing the auxiliary 
variables λ1 and λ2, the additive fuzzy goal programming problem 
can be written as follows for 0.67 Std limit.
Max λ1+ λ2
Subjected to 

λ1  ≤ 88216
91608 1Z−

λ2 ≤ 

λ2  ≤ 

λ2  ≤ 

λ2  ≤  
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λ2  ≤ 

λ2  ≤  

λ ≤  

50x1 <= 10000
150x2 <= 35250
125x3 <= 28125
 175x4 <= 38500

λ2  ≤ 450
25)  -   x0.997   x0.998   x0.999  (0.996x 4321 +++

 

λ2  ≤ 
400

50) -   x0.88   x0.98   x0.92 (0.86x 4321 +++  

x1, x2, x3 , x4 ≥0
0 ≤ λ1 ≤1
0 ≤ λ2 ≤1

H. Results of Fuzzy Goal Programming

Table 7: Allocation of Items for Four Production Centers by 
Fuzzy Goal Programming

Standard 
limits

 In terms of No. of items
λ

Total of 
x1, x2,x3 & 
x4 in No. 
of items

Variability of 
demand in 
No. of itemsx1  x2 x3 x4

Mean 
500 
demand

200 92 120 88 0.304 500 No variability 
exactly =500

o.67 Std 200 103 100 84 0.284 487 469-529
1 Std 199 96 99 86 0.292 480 454-543
2 Std 195 84 97 89 0.310 465 409-588
3 Std 178 86 95 92 0.323 451 364-633

       
Table 8: Optimized Values of the Three Objectives and Utilization 
Factor at Various Std Limits

Standard 
limits

Min. 
Production 
cost in Rs.

Min. 
defective 
items 
produced 
in No.s

Min. late 
production 
in No.s

Capacity 
utilized 
in 
No. of 
items

Utilization 
factor = 
Capacity 
utilized / 
available 
capacity 
X 100
 in %

Mean 
500 
demand

54200 18.24=19 21.96=22 500 100

0.67 Std 52650 18 20.29=21 487 97.4
1 Std 51775 17.81=18 20.07=21 480 96.0
2 Std 50050 17.38=18 19.6=20 465 93.0
3 Std 49775 17.12=18 19.29=20 451 90.2

The Fuzzy goal program problem and Additive fuzzy goal program 
problem  are solved for different Std limits of normally distributed 
demand. The corresponding results are tabulated in Table 7, and 
Table 8. In Table 7, the quantity allocated to four production 
centers and sum of the allocated quantity of production centers is 
tabulated. From the Table 7, the total quantity is maintained within 
the range of variable demand of Std limits. Optimized values of 
all three objectives are tabulated in the Table 8. The optimized 
values of three objectives are decreased for limits from 0.67Std 
to 3Std. The effect of minimization of defective items produced 
and minimization of late production are nominal. But effect of 
minimization of production cost is significant and found to be 

decreased from 0.67Std limit to 3Std limit. Here the production 
cost mainly depends upon the total quantity allocated to the four 
production centers such that for close Std limit, the total quantity 
allocated to production centers is greater than that at the higher 
Std limit. Suppose the manufacturing firm is designed for the 
mean demand of 500 units based on this the capacity utilization 
factor is calculated for all Std limits. Fig. 9, shows the variation 
of minimized production cost with respect Std limits. 

Change of Production Cost with various Std limits  

0
10000
20000
30000
40000
50000
60000

Mean
500

demand

0.67 Std 1 Std 2 Std 3 Std

Std Limits

C
os

t i
n 

R
s.

Production Cost

Fig. 9: Change of Production Cost at Various Std Limits

I. Results of Additive Fuzzy goal programming

Table 9: Allocation of Items for Four Distributors by Fuzzy 
Additive-Goal Programming

Standard 
limits

 In terms of No. of items

λ1 λ2

Total 
of x1, 
x2,x3 
& x4 
in No. 
of 
items

Variability 
of 
demand 
in No. of 
items

x1 x2 x3 x4

Mean 
500 
demand

200 92 120 88 0.447 0.304 500

No 
variability 
exactly 
=500

0.67 Std 200 101 101 84 0.444 0.283 486 469-529
1 Std 200 95 99 86 0.453 0.292 480 454-543
2 Std 200 83 93 89 0.475 0.309 465 409-588
3 Std 184 86 89 91 0.481 0.319 450 364-633

Table10: Optimized Values of the Three Objectives and Utilization 
Factor for all Std Limits

Standard 
limits

Min. 
Production 
cost in Rs.

Min. 
defective 
items 
produced in 
No.s

Min. late 
production 
in No.s

Capacity 
utilized 
in 
No. of 
items

Utilization 
factor = 
Capacity 
utilized / 
available 
capacity X 
100
 in %

Mean 
500 
demand

54200 18.24=19 21.96=22 500 100

0.67 Std 52475 17.94=18 20.32=21 486 97.2

1 Std 51675 17.8=18 20.06=21 480 96.0

2 Std 49650 17.41=18 19.31=20 465 93.0

3 Std 49150 17.11=18 18.82=19 450 90.0

Similarly the additive fuzzy goal programming is solved for various 
Std limits of normally distributed demand. The corresponding 
results are tabulated in Table 9 and Table10.  From the Table 9, 
the total quantity is maintained in the range from minus standard 
limits to plus standard limit of the demand. Optimized values of 
all three objectives are tabulated in the Table10. The optimized 
values of three objectives are decreased for limits from 0.67Std 
limit to 3Std limit. Similarly the capacity utilization factor is 
calculated for all Std limits.
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J. Comparison of the Fuzzy goal programming and 
Additive Fuzzy goal programming

Production cost at various Std Limits
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Fig. 10: Production Cost at Various Std Limits

 Utilization factor w ith various Std Limits
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Fig. 11: Utilization Factor at Various Std Limits

Minimized Defective itmes Produced at various Std limits
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Fig. 12: Minimized Defective Items Produced at Various Std 
Limits

Minimized Late Production at various Std Limits
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Fig. 13: Minimized Late Productions at Various Std Limits

The first priority is minimization of production cost in additive 
fuzzy goal programming, the production cost is found to have 
less amounts in case of additive fuzzy goal programming than 
fuzzy goal programming, which is shown in fig. 10 i.e. Variation 
of production cost at various Std Limits. In addition to this 
utilization factor for various Std limit in both fuzzy goal and 
additive fuzzy goal programming is almost same shown in fig. 
11. Utilization Factor at Various Std Limits. But there is no 
significant effect on minimization of defective items produced 
and minimization of late productions with priority. For these two 
and other remaining goals in the problem is given last priorities 
in additive fuzzy goal programming. In fig. 12 the variation of 
minimized defective items produce at various Std Limits is shown 
and in fig. 13 variation of minimized late productions at various 

Std Limits is shown. Therefore with this the additive fuzzy goal 
programming can effectively applied where the priorities required 
for the objectives.

XI. Conclusions
A. Surge effect in supply chain for uncertain demand has been 
simulated i.e. the demand of the end customer is taken as normal 
distribution pattern.
B. From the simulation results it is found that the quantity required 
at the stages through the supply chain from down stream to 
upstream is increased for the sudden rise of the demand of the 
end customers and decreased for the sudden fall of the demand 
of the end customers.
C. Fuzzy goal programming approaches such as fuzzy goal 
programming problem and additive fuzzy goal programming 
problems are successfully formulated for multi objectives and 
for demand varying from maximum limit to the minimum limit 
at the stage of production centers of the manufacturing firm.
D. Neglecting the effect of optimized results of defective items 
produced and late productions; the production cost is more at 
minimum fluctuation of the demand than at maximum fluctuation 
of the demand.
E. The total allocated items is also maintained within the range 
of the variable demand at the stage of production centers of the 
manufacturing firm. At minimum fluctuation of the demand, the 
items allocated to production centers are more, so that it has been 
given high production cost.
F. Utilization of the manufacturing firm is also more at minimum 
fluctuation of the demand than at maximum fluctuation of the 
demand.
G. The formulation of Additive fuzzy goal programming problem 
is based on priorities. Hence the production cost using this method 
is found to be less than that of fuzzy goal programming problem 
for same overall capacity utilization factor.   
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